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Setting: Physics lab. Noisy. 
Participants: S1 (male, red shirt), IS5 (female, black hair, facing 
camera), S2 (male, purple shirt) 
 
xxx IS5: this is not- 
xxx S1: they move towards each other 
xxx IS5: this is not ((incomprehensible)) 
xxx S1: no but they’re moving  
xxx S1: ((incomprehensible)) 
xxx S1: it doesn’t seem to ((incomprehensible)) 
xxx S2: (it wants to) violate the laws of physics 
xxx IS5: yea! ((laughs)) 
xxx S1: º(it’s moving away from it).º 
xxx IS5: may I see your ((incomprehensible)) 
xxx S1: yea 
xxx S1: it’s ((incomprehensible)) 
xxx S1: that’s the gravity that (moving them) ((makes hand motion 
xxx  ((everyone smiling)) 
xxx IS5: try to adjust the  
xxx  ((the lab is clearly not working)) 
xxx IS5: is there any other empty- (.) 
xxx  ((all pointing)) 
xxx S1: over there 
xxx IS5: ((incomprehensible: yeah i will i will try to)) 
xxx S2: (could we just bring our) ((incomprehensible))? 
xxx S1: yea we could just bring- 
xxx  let’s just switch. 
xxx IS5: yea yea exactly 
 
 
 
 
